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C-19. Design Standards 
 Compliance with the design standards contained in this Section C-19 shall be determined 
under the procedure described in Section B-2.d. 
 Lighting 
 C-19.a.  Lighting strategies shall minimize glare and light trespass, conserve energy, and 
promote safety and security. 
 C-19.b.  All area lights, including streetlights and parking area lights shall be full cut-off 
fixtures. 
 C-19.c.  Sources of lighting shall be recessed and shielded so that the bulb itself is concealed 
from public right-of-way view. 
 Building Materials and Colors 
 C-19.d. Building materials should be chosen for their tactile effects and used in a contrasting 
manner: e.g., rough surfaces against smooth, vertical patterns against horizontal, etc.  
 C-19.e. Building materials should be chosen for integral colors and their visual and physical 
permanence in the Sonoran Desert.  
 C-19.f. Building materials should be selected with the idea of localizing the architectural effect 
and ambiance in a method coherent with the neighborhood. 
 C-19.g. Facades facing public streets or open spaces shall be constructed of high quality 
materials including the following: 
   •Masonry, such as brick, stone, architectural pre-cast concrete, cast stone, 
prefabricated brick panels, and concrete masonry units. 
   •Architectural metals, such as metal panel systems, metal sheets with expressed 
seams, metal-framing systems, or cut, stamped or cast, ornamental metal panels. 
  •Glass and/or glass block. 
  •Modular panels, such as cement board systems, EIFS, and stucco, provided that 
EIFS and stucco shall be limited to less than 25% of the total building façade at the base of the 
buildings facing public streets. 
 C-19.h. Building materials used at the lower floors adjacent to the street frontage should 
respond to the character of the pedestrian environment through such qualities as scale, texture, color 
and detail. 
 C-19.i. Combinations of materials should reinforce architectural scaling requirements. 
 C-19.j.  The use of color should be compatible with the historic traditions of the University of 
Arizona, City of Tucson, and adjacent historic neighborhoods. Accent colors should be used 
consistently throughout the building: in signage, architectural features, lighting, window frames, doors 
and accent walls. 
 C-19.k.  Colors and materials that reflect glare should not be used in large quantities. 
 Architectural Elements and Features 
 C-19.l. Architectural elements such as balconies, outdoor stairs, ornaments and surface 
details, such as screening, cladding and other types of fenestration, shall be used to enhance the 
architectural style of the building.  For group dwellings, balconies shall not be allowed. 
 C-19.m. Architectural elements should take into consideration appropriateness of use, scale, 
proportion, color and texture. 
 C-19.n. Architectural details shall be carefully integrated in the concept design of the building. 
 C-19.o. There shall be a clear visual distinction between the ground floor and upper floors. 
 C-19.p. Arcades, when used, shall be placed predominantly along southern and western 
facing facades , unless incorporated into buildings along Park Avenue.  Arcades may be made from 
wood, brick, canvas, metal, stone or concrete. 
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 C-19.q.  A single plane of street-facing facade may not exceed 20 feet without architectural 
detail.  
 C-19.r. Areas for outdoor vending and small group gathering are encouraged.   The areas 
should be delineated with hardscape materials, grade change or vegetation.  
 Building Articulation 
 C-19.s. No more than three consecutive street-facing façade areas should use the same color 
paint or method of articulation. 
 C-19.t. Articulate building facades at entrances and between retail spaces to create areas of 
exterior patio and engagement. 
 C-19.u.  Any building over 85’ long must be articulated in order to appear as a series of 
buildings no longer than 85’ each along the front property line. 
 C-19.v.  At building corners, additional building articulation should be used to emphasize the 
corner and promote pedestrian gathering (e.g., roof or facade structure that is higher at the corner). 
 C-19.w.  At least one corner along the street frontage shall incorporate a plaza and/or open 
space for pedestrian activity, including (but not limited to) the corner of Speedway Boulevard and 
Euclid Avenue 
 C-19.x. Public art located at the corner is encouraged. Art must be designed and 
manufactured locally (e.g. sculpture art). 
 Doors 
 C-19.y. Doors at primary pedestrian entrances must be shaded or protected from the weather.  
 C-19.z. Doors must be clearly identifiable.  
 C-19.aa. Doors must be safe, secure, and universally accessible. 
 C-19.ab. Storefronts shall provide canopies or awnings for shade and color and material 
variation.  Canopies may be used as a design element and may incorporate signage. 
 C-19.ac. Storefronts shall be integrated with the sidewalk design and treatment. 
 C-19.ad. Each building shall have a clearly identifiable “front door” area facing each major 
street fronting the façade. 
 C-19.ae. Residential Units that have individual access from the street level shall have a 
residentially-scaled, street-oriented entry for each unit.  The entry shall be demarcated by an awning, 
stoop, or recess. 
 Windows and Glazing 
 C-19.af. Glazing shall be low-e and shall allow a visual connection through either side of the 
window. 
 C-19.ag. Window size, proportion and pattern should relate to unit types and room layouts, 
and should be used to reinforce organized patterns of scale and variety within the building façade.  
 C-19.ah. Mixed-use developments shall utilize a variety of ratios of clear to opaque surfaces 
(i.e., glass to wall) to reflect the different uses within the building.  In general, residential uses should 
have less glass-to-wall and commercial uses greater glass-to-wall. 
 Building Facades 
 C-19.ai. The street-facing building façade at the base shall include at least two of the following 
elements:  

1.  Trellis or vertical garden element with minimum 50% live vegetation cover.  
2.  Artwork (e.g. public mural, or custom-designed panel) by a local, Pima County artist. 
3.  Small retail space (minimum 50 square foot GFA newspaper stand, coffee cart, kiosk, etc.; 
not vending machines or outdoor merchandise display).  
4. Outdoor dining or gathering patio, delineated by a low wall, low fence, planters, slight 
change in elevation, or other buffer devices.  
5.  Distinctive architectural lighting element.  
6.  Shade structure.  
7. Changes to building plane such as indentations, textures, or accent materials.  
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8. Windows that provide a minimum of 75% of visible light to be visible on each side of the 
window.  

 9. Window displays or visible activity on the ground floor. 
 Streetscape 
 C-19.aj. The streetscape along Speedway Boulevard and Euclid Avenue shall be designed to 
promote continuity of streetscape design along each of those streets. 
 

*** 



Notes from Planning Commission meeting on Main Gate District – April 6, 2016 

Presentation by Nicole Ewing Gavin and Dan Bursuck regarding the proposed changes to the MGD 
document 

• Text amendment to Section C-19.L relating to balconies:  “Architectural elements such as 
balconies, outdoor stairs, ornaments and surface detail shall be used to enhance the architectural 
style of the building.”  For group dwellings, balconies shall not be allowed above the third story 
unless oriented toward an interior courtyard. 

• Next step is to meet with the stakeholders: West University Neighborhood Association, Design 
Review Board 

The Commission recognized Council Member Steve Kozachik inviting him to comment on the item. 

Comments on Main Gate District: 

Commissioner Keith 

o How would this impact existing and future projects?   This would impact future higher 
density student housing. 

o Would this relate to windows as well as balconies? Balconies would likely have the 
largest impact.  Maybe look into rooftop balcony or windows that do not open all the 
way. 

Commissioner Podolsky 

o More of a behavioral issues and not one to be regulated by architecture.   
o Balconies toward the courtyard and rooftop are also an issue. 
o City should implement more legal action against the owner. 
o By leaving existing balconies in place, it is an issue with ownership. 

Commissioner Ench 

o Are we looking at an ordinance reinforcing the criminal issues with this? 
o There is also a difference between incidents related to the mosque (hate speech issues) 

and those not. 
o Would be in favor of the design regulations to help mitigate, but needs to have some sort 

of criminal action as well. 
o Two issues, general public safety and one of free speech. 

Commissioner Fink 

o Glad the City is pursuing legal action.   
o Look into making the owner of the building liable for these incidents. 
o Rooftops could be the biggest problem. 
o Just because it is an interior courtyard, doesn’t mean it is safe.  Eliminate balconies 

altogether not just above the third floor and facing outward.  



Commissioner Yee 

o With the amount of turnover, it is important to program and educate as to good 
citizenship repeatedly and annually.  Ownership needs to work closely with TPD and the 
University. 

o Coordinated effort of all the owners of these properties.  
o We need to help protect the mosque as they are emblematic of the diverse Tucson 

community. 

Chair Bryson 

o Are there other ways to mitigate people from throwing things? 
o Not sure there is a difference between 2nd floor and 3rd floor.  We should just get rid of all 

balconies.  They are all a problem.   

Commissioner Harwell 

o Resolving behavioral issues through code is a problem. 
o The value of outdoor space is still there.   Look towards screening and ways to mitigate 

these issues.   

Commissioner McBride - Olson 

o A building that limits the type of outdoor elements that encourage or allow this type of 
behavior can still be a good place to live and be architecturally pleasing. 

Council Member Kozachik 

o Multiple incidents regarding behavior of students, not just directed at the Mosque.   
o Bad design regarding balconies; they promote this type of bad behavior, while windows 

do not.  Outdoor drinking, parties, etc. 
o Have had many conversations with ownership, but have not been able to reach an 

agreement regarding mitigation of the issues, closing of balconies, barriers, etc. 
o There has been legal action, and this is a serious issue.  For projects going forward, we 

need to address this to make sure incidents do not happen in the future. 
o Interior courtyards would be open for regulation / mitigation as well. 
o Tucson Police Department , University Police Department, ownership of the towers, 

university dean of students, council office, university community relations, City 
Manager, members from the Mosque have all met in the past. 

o Try to put into place a governance system like in the university dorms, i.e. floor monitor, 
RA, etc.  In house system of structure. 

o I would be open to closing of all balconies.   
o We have had conversations regarding netting, screens and other ways to mitigate 

throwing objects.  These have all been rejected by current ownership of the buildings. 
o Currently industry is moving away from this type of development and including 

balconies. 



Overview of comments by topic: 

Interior courtyards – if we are regulating balconies on the exterior of buildings, as a general 
safety issue, we should also regulate balconies facing interior courtyards. 

Windows – We may want to look at ways to make it difficult to throw items out of windows. 

Screening elements – certain elements could be incorporated into the design of future buildings to 
allow for balconies or open windows, but would restrict the ability for future incidents to occur. 

Rooftop open space – These spaces should be regulated as well, considering they are prone to the 
same incidents as the balconies, perhaps worse considering the size of potential gatherings. 

Parties / large gatherings – some sort of regulation of these parties / large gatherings needs to 
happen. 

Ownership / University / City accountability – the lack of accountability of the ownership and 
residents is very difficult.  Some sort of educational program to deal with the large amount of 
turnover could be helpful. 

Hate speech issue vs. general safety – needs to be a clarification between these two groups.  
While both serious, the one of hate speech is much more so. 

 





















Main Gate District Overlay  
(Rezoning Case C9-12-01) 

 

Wednesday, May 25, 2016 
5:30 p.m. 

Ward 6 Office 
3202 E. First Street 

 

Welcome to the public meeting on revisions to the Main Gate 
Urban Overlay District to address recent problems caused by 

balconies in student housing 

05/25/2016 1 



Background 

 
• February 28, 2012 – Mayor and Council authorized rezoning for 

the Main Gate District Urban Overlay which allowed group 
dwellings with balconies. 

• Since late 2014 there have been a series of incidents involving 
students throwing objects from upper floor balconies to the 
ground below, including toward the Mosque next door. 

• Local concerned groups and property owners have held several 
meetings to determine an appropriate response, January 27, 
2016 being the most recent. 
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Background (continued) 

 
• Despite these discussions, incidents persist in part due to 

ownership turnover and new annual student population.  
• March 22, 2016 – Mayor and Council directed staff to initiate 

public process for revisions to Main Gate District Overlay 
Document to address balcony issue. 

• April 6, 2016 – Staff began public process with an 
informational session to Planning Commission for discussion.   
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Planning Commission Discussion 

Some highlights included: 
• Interior Courtyards 
• Windows 
• Screening Elements 
• Rooftop Open Space 
• Some vs. No Balconies 
 

 
 
 
 

 
• Parties / Large Gatherings 
• Ownership / University / City 

Accountability 
• Hate Speech Issue vs. General 

Safety 
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Staff Suggested Options for 
Consideration 

5 

Balconies allowed 
in internal 

courtyards and 3rd 
floor and below 

Balconies allowed 
in internal 

courtyards only 

No balconies 
allowed in group 

dwellings 

05/25/2016 



Next Steps 

6 

Based on Planning Commission discussion and public meeting 
feedback, staff will propose amendment to Section C-19.L relating 
to balconies within the Main Gate District (MGD).  

 

Zoning Examiner 
Public Hearing & 
Recommendation 
(Estimated June) 

Mayor and Council 
Public Hearing & 

Decision   
(Estimated August) 

Next Steps 

Staff to Revise 
Amendments to MGD 

Based on feedback from 
Planning Commission and 

Public Meeting 

05/25/2016 







Item #5 Main Gate District Overlay 

Planning Commission 
Informational Item 

April 6, 2016 



Main Gate 
District Overlay 

 

Goal: Address problems caused by balconies in student 
housing 



Main Gate Urban Overlay Amendment 

• Main Gate District (MGD) amendment to Section C-19.L 
relating to balconies 

• Architectural elements such as balconies, outdoor stairs, 
ornaments and surface detail shall be used to enhance the 
architectural style of the building.  For group dwellings, 
balconies shall not be allowed above the third story unless 
oriented toward an interior courtyard. 



Recommendation 

• Comments from the Planning Commission will be included in 
the staff report to the Zoning Examiner who will make a 
recommendation to the Mayor and Council on this 
amendment. 

Courtesy 
Planning 

Commission 
Review (Today) 

Zoning Examiner 
Public Hearing & 
Recommendation 
(Estimated June) 

Mayor and 
Council Public 

Hearing & 
Decision 

(Estimated 
August) 

Next Steps Meeting with 
stakeholder 

groups (WUNA, 
MGD DRC, 

design 
professionals) 



 

 

  DATE: February 10, 2016 

 

TO: Mr. Roger Randolph FROM: Council Member Kozachik 

        

   

  

     

SUBJECT:  Amendment of the Main Gate District Overlay  

 

For the March 22
nd

 study session, please set aside 20 minutes for consideration of amending the 

Main Gate District Overlay. 

 

In December, 2011, Mayor and Council adopted the Main Gate Overlay. It's a set of zoning 

options intended to promote transit oriented development along the streetcar line. It has largely 

accomplished that goal. 

 

One portion of the Overlay relates to balconies as “architectural elements.” The language of the 

Overlay says this: "Architectural elements such as balconies, outdoor stairs, ornaments and surface 

detail shall be used to enhance the architectural style of the building." Balconies have in fact been 

integrated into building design on several of the large student housing towers. 

 

In late 2014, and again in late 2015, there were incidents involving students throwing objects off 

from upper floor balconies, nearly missing people on the ground below. Property ownership 

evicted students involved in 2014, but despite the installation of video cameras they have been 

unable to identify all of those involved in the most recent set of events. It is only a matter of time 

before somebody is seriously injured or killed if struck by an object thrown from the balconies. 

 

I am requesting a study session agenda for the purpose of discussing remedies available to the City 

in the hopes of eliminating the danger to the general public. Specifically, I will be asking to 

explore sending to the Planning Commission a request that they study and report back to Mayor 

and Council on amending the MGO as follows: 

 

For any construction in the Main Gate Overlay District going forward, balconies facing the 

exterior of the building above the 3rd floor shall be prohibited. 

 

### 

 

 

CC: Mayor Jonathan Rothschild 

 City Attorney Mike Rankin 

 City Manager Michael Ortega 

MEMORANDUM 
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F igure 3 – Al lowable Height Map 
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